system link

EASY SECURITY SYSTEM
CONTROL FROM YOUR COMPUTER
Enjoy all the benefits of sophisticated security by adding remote control to your
system from anywhere—onsite or off. With secure access to your DMP system from any
PC or laptop, you can be on top of your security from your conference room, hotel room,
or living room. DMP’s System LinkTM gives you the power to use the Internet for more
flexibility and convenience than ever.
Quickly and easily update user names, schedules or settings as the need arises.
With System Link’s simple user interface, you’ll save time and money by updating your
system without having to wait for someone to do it for you.
Security Management
Made Easy
Set up or delete system users and administrators

Change and manage user codes
Silence alarms
Arm or disarm the entire system or individual components
Bypass zones
Monitor system status
When time is critical, delete a terminated employee
on the spot
Adjust shift schedules or holiday dates to ensure
your building is locked and armed when it’s supposed to be.
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System Link’s full complement of add-ons
ensures you have everything you need,
not more than you want to pay for.
Alarm Monitoring keeps track of openings, closings, and door access events.
Command Center visually monitors alarm activity of multiple systems via on-screen grid.
Advanced Reporting creates specific reports to meet your unique needs.
Admin Reader enables simple Proximity Card enrollment—a time saver for every system
administrator.
Link Server allows multiple System Link computers to access a database on a network
server. Link Server should be used when three or more operators are performing extensive database maintenance at the same time such as uploading and downloading information from panels.

Simple installation and your choice of
connections make System Link the perfect
link to remote security control
Connect to your alarm system through a data network, the Internet, a telephone line,
or directly from your computer.
System Link is compatible with these Windows operating systems:
• Windows 95/98
• Windows 2000*
• Windows NT4
• Windows XP*
* Requires Administrative authority to install software.
• Windows ME

Keeping on top of security is
a whole lot simpler with System Link.
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